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AM ITALIAN 

MAY 2007 SESSION 
EXAMINERS’ REPORT  

 
STATISTICS  

Table 1:  Distribution of Grades - May 2007 
 
Grade A B C D E F Abs Total 
N of 
Grades 23 38 94 25 47 56 15 297 

% of Total 7.7 12.8 31.6 8.4 15.8 18.9 5.1 100 
 

 
The statistics for this May Session 2007 in the Matriculation Certificate Advanced Italian show 
that the rate of passes (A to E) is lower when compared to last year’s examination. The failure 
rate was 3% higher. It must be noted that the new syllabus is proving to be more user friendly to 
the students than the previous one. However candidates found some tasks [ listening 
comprehension, language exercises and précis writing] difficult and this explains the higher failure 
rate. 
 
As stated already in  previous examiners’ report teachers and students are to follow closely the 
aims, subject content, assessment objectives and assessment scheme as designed in the 
syllabus. 
 
The following comments are meant to help teachers guide their students in their examinations: 
 
 
Listening  Comprehension  
 
The disappointing result says very clearly that the candidates found this passage quite difficult.   It 
is, however, the level of the students that is not right, not the difficulty level of the passage set. 
Spelling is unbelievably poor and writing skills are shocking. Teachers whose classes still make 
so many spelling mistakes (‘ha’ for ‘a’, ‘e’ for ‘è’, ce for ‘c’è’ or ‘che’, etc.) should consider 
themselves to have failed their students. 
 
It was sad to see that after 2 years at 6th Form so many candidates could still not spell 
‘Campania’, that quite a number of them say that Sicily, Calabria and Lazio are ‘città’, that they do 
not distinguish between ‘polizia’ and ‘pulizia’, that they still say ‘la problema’ and ‘i regioni’,  that 
they cannot manage a simple agreement between noun and adjective, that they do not 
distinguish between ‘meridione’ and ‘meridionale’, etc. The marks for the précis are low; and yet 
these faults have not been penalized.  
 
The more common shortcomings were faulty comprehension, inability to write coherently, 
cohesively, and be succinct. 
 
These shortcomings include: 
 
i)    repeating themselves 
 
ii)   transcribing from the original notwithstanding the warning given. Many times it was  
      very clear they did not really understand what they were writing; e.g. the idiom 
     ‘maglia nera’, conservazioni degli ambienti,  catena di reponsabilità, violazione  
      (taken to mean ‘violenze’) amministrative, vigilare sul sistema degli appalti, sancire  
      un  patto,  etc. 
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iii)  Students fail to sequence their work properly in terms of cause and effect; they do not 
      compose a paragraph which is logically well knit.  A few examples: 
      
     How is it that Min. Turco can maintain that the Health system deserves the trust  
      of the citizens?  
     They say that no ‘reparto’ was closed but without giving any indication as to what this 
     fact really means. 
     Why is it that Minister Turco is ready to help Calabria?   
     They just say 36% and 7% without saying what these percentages mean, i.e. what  
      conclusions one can draw from them.  
      They include the reference to the Umberto I without any idea of why it was included  
      in the original text. 
      They do not know what comes first: the knowledge of the poor state of the hospitals 
      or the inquiry on them? 
 
      This is due mainly to poor listening skills: they did not really understand what they 
      had listened to. I believe that the instances where they do not understand what they 
      themselves write,  are not too few either. Many of these candidates is that they do not   

THINK clearly; that they are not continually challenged to do so in class. 
 
iv) They refer to Saverio Coticelli as if they have known him in years (several  
      candidates even know either him or Minister Turco, or both, on first name basis) and 
      that nobody could afford not to know who he is - when the passage explains it to the       
      Italians. Never mind Romano Prodi and Turco, often economized to Prodi and Turco 
      (who, incidentally, often suffered a sex change).   
 
v)  Very few understood the sense of the congiuntivo in “i cittadini non abbiano 
      paura di far sentire la loro voce e denuncino”; to the vast majority it meant that the  
     ‘cittadini non hanno paura e denunciano...”.  
.   
Essays: 
 
The following are the essay titles assigned for this session: 
 

1. Siamo a metà del settimo anno del terzo millennio.  Pensi che il mondo abbia cominciato a 
fare quei progressi e miglioramenti tanto auspicati nelle celebrazioni del 2000?  Da’ esempi 
concreti a sostegno delle tue opinioni. 

 
2. Ti hanno chiesto di pronunciare il discorso introduttivo in un convegno di studenti europei 

che si farà qui a Malta e che tratterà il tema: “Uguaglianza di opportunità fra i sessi”.  Scrivi 
il discorso che intendi fare. 

 
3. La morte fa notizia. Leggiamo di morti in guerra e in attentati di vario genere; di polemiche 

sulla pena capitale e sull’eutanasia; di aborti e manipolazioni di embrioni umani.  Perché la 
morte occupa tanto spazio nei mezzi di comunicazione di massa? 

 
4. Apocalypto, l’ultimo film di Mel Gibson, è l’ennesimo esempio della violenza sadica di tanti 

film di Hollywood.  Forse i giovani amano la violenza perché non hanno mai provato il 
dolore.  Scrivi un discorso da leggere durante un seminario per ragazzi delle superiori dove 
denunci la presenza continua della violenza nel cinema, nella società, nelle scuole e nelle 
famiglie maltesi.  

 
5. Secondo una recente statistica sono circa centomila ogni anno gli animali lasciati in 

campagna o lungo le strade in Italia, la maggior parte di loro tra giugno, luglio e agosto.  Tu 
cosa pensi a questo riguardo?  Come si potrebbe rimediare a questo problema? 
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The following comments explain candidates’ performance: 

 
• Hardly any candidate performed any form of revision strategy as the essay texts were not 

edited, re-read or corrected by the student himself.  
• Spelling and phonetic interference from Maltese was a persistent problem in a 

considerable number of texts. 
• A considerable number of essays where morphologically and syntactically weak.  Most 

students persistently showed incompetence in the use of the articles, the prepositions, 
the congiuntivo, le frasi ipotetiche, gli accenti e la concordanza (dei tempi e degli 
aggettivi/nomi/articoli). 

• Few students used punctuation marks in essay writing. 
• Many essays lacked meaningful or original introductions/conclusions, cohesion, planning 

and interesting ideas. 
 
Language Exercises 
 

• Many students found difficult exercises on Frasi Ipotetiche and Pronomi Composti  and 
Relativi.  

 
Literature and Culture 
 
 
Results show that students were not adequately prepared for Paper IV.  Few answered questions 
on literary contexts and very few could tackle textual analysis of passages given whether it was 
poetry or prose.  There is lowering of standards both in form and content. Evident is the crisis in 
writing strategies (spelling, grammar, cohesion, coherence, poor ideas, no revision and editing). 
The same can be said for the Section on Culture. Students had to answer brief questions, yet few 
could express themselves in Italian at this level, i.e. Advanced. The following is an example of 
one of the tasks set: 
 
Rispondi alle seguenti domande sull’ordinamento politico dell’Italia (20 punti).   

a. Che cosa è il referendum del 2 giugno 1946?  Chi lo vinse? 
b. Quando è entrata in vigore la Costituzione della Repubblica? 
c. Chi assume il ruolo di Capo dello Stato nell’ordinamento politico italiano? 
d. Come di chiama l’attuale Presidente della Repubblica? 
e. Per quanti anni dura il mandato di un Presidente della Repubblica? 
f. Il parlamento italiano è articolato in due parti.  Quali sono e descrivine la natura. 
g. Che cos’è la magistratura? 
h. Qual è il ruolo della Corte Costituzionale? 
i. Quali sono le principali forze dell’Ordine Pubblico e da quali ministeri dipendono? 
j. Quali regioni italiane hanno uno statuto speciale?  Cosa garantisce uno statuto 

speciale ad una regione?  Quale regione gode ancora oggi di condizioni particolari? 
 
 
Comments on Section A and Section B 
 

• A great number of students seem to lack the awareness that questions which carry a high 
score cannot be answered in the same way as questions which carry a low one!  
Students indiscriminately gave the same emphasis in answers to questions carrying 
varying marks!  

• Students are required to have a sound knowledge of the literary and historical context. 
• The general impression is that very few students studied the text book.  Most of the 

content given in the text book was hardly visible in the essays.   
• Only a few of these essays presented a mature view on Italian culture.   
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• The quality of the writing was extremely poor in a considerable number of cases.  
Students do not seem to have to realized the difference between registro parlato e 
registro scritto! 

 
 
The following graph explains in detail the candidat es’ performance in the Literature and 
Culture Paper:  

 

Statistics           

  Literature 1 Literature 2 
Literature 

Total Culture Total Mark 

Reg. Cand. 149 149 149 149 149 

Absent 1 1 1 1 1 

Present 148 148 148 148 148 

Passed 72 86 73 54 63 

% Passed 48.65 58.11 49.32 36.49 42.57 

Failed 76 62 75 94 85 

% Failed 51.35 41.89 50.68 63.51 57.43 
 

 
 
Comprehension 
 
 The texts chosen for comprehension [listening, reading and writing] are usually taken from Italian 
media.  Candidates must be encouraged to read and analyse Italian newspapers [thanks to 
Internet, now available on-line]. Only in this way will they be able to better their vocabulary, their 
language, comprehension skills and knowledge of current affairs as could be seen in this 
session’s passages: “Vicenza, polemiche sulla base USA. È scontro tra i Poli e nel governo” and 
“Immigrati, la ruota della storia insegna qualcosa”. 
 
 
 
Chairperson  
Board of Examiners 
 
August 2007 


